Two Poems

by Ankur Betageri (July 2020)
Still Life with Roses and Butchy, Max Beckmann, 1942
My Kitten’s Teeth Are Nothing Like the Pearl

(After Shakespeare’s Sonnet 130)

My kitten’s teeth are nothing like the pearl
Her lips pale before the red of rose;
If beauty intoxicates, she is a wine barrel
If facts are facts, she is all quantum flows.
Skies shimmering and green I have seen
But no such shimmer see I in her eye;
She’s soft and clean without needing to preen
There’s something singular about her milky sigh.
Like a firefly under a handkerchief caught
At the least instance, her soul glimmers and flies.
All mischief and comfort, she lazy sits
And licks her clenched paw as if she did it!
I am touched I am bitten I am bruised I am smitten
A kitten is a kitten is a kitten is a kitten.

Your Face Like an Illuminated Manuscript
Your face like an illuminated manuscript
mysteriously guides my quest.
The Holy Grail—could it be your mouth?
Could it breathe into me—a new life-current
a new purpose?

Your face like an illuminated manuscript
mysteriously guides my quest.
Commentaries on it
waylay my trail,
I must interpret the original
to enter the forest.

Your face like an illuminated manuscript
mysteriously guides my quest,
I read you slowly
and note down the scribal mistakes
I have had moments true, moments
false, in this mysterious quest
but your face like a luminous manuscript
continues to guide my quest.
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